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Abstract 

The Tsunami disaster shattered coastal areas and dwellings. Means of livelihood of 
communities changed. Not only those relying on traditional fishery livelihoods but also 
any other types of income. This condition changed daily activity patterns for men and 
women inside or outside the house. Krueng Raya area is one of coastal area in Aceh 
Besar where the communities consist mainly of fisherman as livelihood. This area was 
damaged by tsunami also and but has now been rebuilt again. Most of the communities 
here already get aid house, some of these house  have been developed further by their 
occupants. This paper explains the changing of aid houses and how they have been 
developed as a part of an expression of men’s and women’s activity patterns in a house, 
particularly focusing on gender relation patterns. House as an object of observation 
changes character in relation to social contexts, such as the shifting patterns of 
relations between husband-wife in household. 

Based on observations undertaken for this research, it is clear that the development of 
tsunami aid houses were most often characterized by additional service zone (back of 
house) and the development of living room to allow for more complex functions. Zones 
inside the house were not based on gender but efficiency of function. This paper argues 
that this demonstrates a shift in the activity pattern between men and women in the 
house. Both women and man free come in to room although in different times. This 
condition is very different with Acehnese homes from a long time ago. At that time, 
rooms of women and men were clearly separated. This paper argues that traditional 
designs such as this changed because it was decision of both husband and wife when 
they plan house development to reflect needed functions. In spite of this, Acehnese 
social-cultural values associated with the household still exist. The house is lived by 
family type of extended family, the wife is considered a peurumoh (house owner) and 
husband is a guest that must be respectful. In this case even though fisherman spent 
much their time in  house, the wife still dominate and arranges rooms and the function 
of their house, caused domination of women in a house related to genetic relationship 
or family around their life. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The tsunami disaster happened on December 2004 destroyed most of coastal 
area in Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam Province, especially north and west area. The period 
of rehabilitation and reconstruction was officially until 2008, and housing 
reconstruction is about 90% complete and it already is dwelled again. Various types of 
aid houses were built by donors with various concepts and house models. Most houses 
currently lived in have been modifieddepending on the owner’s needs. 

After tsunami, coastal communities in Aceh experienced a change in patterns of 
economic activity. Not only fisherman felt the impact of these changes, but also others 
who make their living from the environment , such as farmer, working in service sector, 
local trade, and also back again to have a plantation or garden. A variety of livelihoods 
were significantly altered as a result of the tsunami. 

Krueng Raya area in Aceh Besar district regency is one of coastal area in north 
zone in Aceh. Before tsunami, Krueng Raya area had long been the center of fisherman 
activity, and then developed into capital city of Mesjid Raya District, where the 
community has many different livelihoods. After the tsunami, communities lives 
changed enormously because they could no longer rely on fisherman.   

There are 3 communities types in Krueng Raya according to their source of 
livelihoods: still as fisherman in villages in center area; as semi-fisherman/farmer; and 
mixed. These three types show the same preferences, that man have more time in house 
in the environment, both inside house and in village public facility is compared before 
tsunami. At that time, they went to sea in the day and night. Women also spent their 
time outside house, with the unproductive activity or did not useful activity, such as chat 
or only meet together. 

The different community activity patterns  before and after the tsunami, from a 
gender perspective, must influence gender relations and the development of activities 
that take place in rooms. Generally, Acehnese traditional culture is very dependant upon 
Islamic understandings of gender and gender relations.  Therefore, it is not reasonable if 
a man and woman come together in a room (house, village, and etc.) without strong 
reason. So that, changing of community economy activity will influence daily activity 
patterns in settlement environment and finally, it also will influence how rooms are 
created based on gender. 

II. RESEACH METHODELOGY AND THEORY BASE 

2.1 Phenomenology –Anthropology Approach  

From quotation Von Eckartsberg (1998), phenomenology is interpretative study 
about human experience, which is showed for understand and explanation of human 
situation, event, and experience, “as something appear and dailies come. (Sri Rahayu, 
B.U.K, 2008). Anthropology approach relevant with pedigree, orientation, religion, 
perception, social-interact (include gender relations), authority, aesthetic expression and 
it pour in to housing architecture (observation architecture in action) ( Blier 1994).  

2.2 Gender Analysis in Architecture Approach 

Architecture forms the base of collective values in communities, including 
gender values. Gender analysis in architecture is relevant in terms of arrangement of 
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male rooms and female rooms or places of their living. That arranging includes 
decisions about location of room for activity in house, or house in its environment. 
Because of gender different makes impact to various of rooms, but generally, rooms can 
be clearly separated or integrated.  

The house is a daily place where occupants do everything that is connected with 
their existence. Inside of that will explain social rules and its relation. (Tuan 1979:144). 
So much of complex value in house can be studied, one of which is about how rooms 
are arranged, it can be room pattern (spatial pattern) and related with communities 
values (hiller 1984:201). Habitually, the relation between men and women influence the 
house patterns and also village patterns. (Hilller 1984:225-234). 

Gender relations in most families around the world show different choices about  
life between women (domestic activity, in house) and man (public, outside house) 
(Spain 1992; Fox 1993; Waterson 1990). Particularly for non-industrial communities 
relevant to subsistence economy livelihods. But some of another communities non-
industry, women achieve higher status because they have power to control economy 
production source, whereas man work outdoor every day, but it is not guaranteed to be 
successful. (Spain 1992: 21-23). 

III. SOCIAL LIfE, CULTURE, AND COMMUNITY ECONOMY 

In brief, there are currentlya 3 types of family. Each is different based on 
character of husbands’ livelihood as main worker and wife as assistant. 

A. Full Fisherman Family Type 

In this type, most of husband time is at sea and if he goes home it is  only to take a 
rest or to prepare everything for fishery equipment. Sometimes the wife is also part 
of processing outcome like fish (boiling or sunbathing) not only in the area of the 
house but also in the special place near the coastl to collect food for themselves and 
if their get more it will be sold. Sometimes they sell that product to Banda Aceh for 
adding household need. One informant said that “if they directly sell to Pasar Aceh, 
fish product price get higher than if they sell in local market” (reference from 
interview) So that house management, including family economy, is dominated by 
wife, though with husband permission. 

There is a technology development preference of work equipment in non-industry 
community, make lower level for women (Spain 1992:24). This is the case in 
Krueng Raya, because if only community go to sea in traditional way then when 
west wind season, the result of the catch is almost nothing. For men this is actually 
no problem, because they can do other work and in another place in different 
village, sometimes they work as far as Pidie. It is different with women who turn of 
fish, so when there is no fish, they cannot do another work. 

B. Semi Fisherman-Farmer Family Type 

This types, fisherman or farmer activity is only seasonal work. If East season, the 
husband goes to sea and the wife does work in the house. If West season, he might 
not go the sea, so husband-wife farm together, or husband does other work, and wife 
works in the house. The House environment commonly has a garden or large piece 
of land, sometimes this is used to grow household needs, so wife’s activity is only in 
the house environment. 
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Public character is dominated by husband although sometimes the wife is also 
active, for example meetings in villages. Household processes and activities are 
arranged together between husband and wife, depending on the situation and 
condition, who have free times so he/she will help each other. For example; if 
husband is at home, the wife must wash clothes, so the husband accompanies the 
children if there is no another one. In the other hand, wife sometimes helps her 
husband to repair fish equipment when he is working at home. 

C. Mixed family Type 

Commonly, this type husband and wife come from various place, and they married 
with people who come from outside of Krueng Raya. 

Daily activity does not have a distinct pattern, but generally, they have garden as 
main livelihood source. Sometimes wife still at house, selling in shop or another 
work relevant in the harbor area activity, then if there are children, and there is not 
someone who can accompany them, the wife will spend more of their time at home. 
Besides that, if husband is working in service sector and trade in the harbor, 
husbands are then often in the house environment and spend their time in their shop.  

Women who come from outside of Krueng Raya and don’t have family or own a 
garden, so tend to spend their time inside, sometimes they depend on their husbands 
when determine for outdoor activity. If the wife is originally from Krueng Raya, 
they usually have their own garden which is processed together with husband and 
the wife’s family. Usually, this wife has power when making decisions about the  
household, such as when they determine to take harvest and will sell for who, and 
income of that, usually is saved in form of gold. 

From three family types above, the third type shows higher levels of prosperity. This 
is because they get salary from other work. That family types influence in husband-
wife activity pattern in household and include how to determine the physical 
development of the house. 

IV. GENETIC RELATIONSHIP AND GENDER RELATIONS  

Genetic relationship in Aceh Besar is dominated by farmer communities, a 
household usually is nucleus family (father, mother, and children) are with extended 
family (such as, grandmother, grandfather, mother in law, father in law, niece, nephew, 
brother and sister, brother and sister in law). Generally, the husband works outside and 
the wife works inside the house. But sometimes if the working requires many 
employees,  women also work outside, like farmer. (Mansur, 1982). This also occurs in 
fisherman communities. 

According to tradition, usually the house is inherited by the daughter, or the 
parent will build a house for their daughter around their house or in same village. 
Parents who inherit a house for their children will continue to live with their children. 
(Oliver, Paul, 1997). Their daughter who has married, usually still controls the family  
household. 

Coastal communities in Great Aceh have strong family relationships. Existence 
of another family person (near family) in household has relation each other. On one 
side, that family helped in their lifes with the  main family, on another side, the main 
family will be helping in household activities. Generally, family considered to be the 
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main family is from the wife’s family, except if she is a  fatherless child, then it is often 
come from the husband’s family. This case is relevant with the house inheritance system 
for daughters, make wife close with her main family (her father, mother, brother and 
sister) who might be able to help if they have problems, like; if the wife needs some 
money, so she will borrow the money from her parents. Another example if that family 
have guest, so near family will help for prepare the needs, like dish of food or drinking. 

For women who come in to village because of marriage, generally do not stay in 
the husband’s family surroundings, she will stay in a different place or nearby a family 
that comes from the same village. Although the house is sold together in marriage, the 
wife has full power to manage and arrange the household. In genetic relationships, she 
still has a relationship with her family in the village including the right of inheritance in 
that village. If needed, she will sell her inheritance to build her house. So that women 
relatives are free to move or arrange her house environment, like determine room 
position in her house. 

V.    HOUSE DEVELOPMENT PATTERN AND DWELLINGS ACTIVITY 

BASED ON GENDER 

As traditional community in South-East Asia, Aceh’s traditional community 
houses recognize the different gender values, come of which derive from Islam – that is 
that mixing activity between men and women within doors is forbidden (Ong, Aiwa and 
Peletz, 1995). House which known as Rumoh Aceh is house expanding to extended 
family. This is a podium type of house, with the space underneath the house also has a 
function (Wulandari,1994). 

The location of activities of family members inside house is based on gender in 
terms of both the physical house  and space formation, and in terms of family status, 
that is: front terrace (serambi) for men (boy, father and men relative), back terrace for 
women (daughter, mother and women relative) and living room as core space for house 
owner. Space separated based on gender is intended for taking care of prestige and 
woman’s honor. There is rarely freely accessible place for men to share entirely  within 
doors. 

In the development of  traditional houses, especially in Aceh Besar Coastal 
region, has involved modification of form but also of construction. This change is 
related to the difficulty of getting wood material and associated costs, and also as 
society developed new knowledge about housing technology. This can be seen most 
obviously in town of Banda Aceh, known as downtown and more progressive. 

Changes have also happened in family member variety, and members of the 
house  starting from the extended family house system. Commonly an functional small 
house is with 1 to 2 rooms. But  in this way some of the traditional value system still be 
used because it is still relevant today, especially values which come from religion. For 
example guests will not come into the house unless invited, because it is possible that 
house owner is not yet dressed, especially in different type of sex. Thereby houses 
generally have their own terrace, and a public room for guest to wait until the house 
owner meets them.  

Before tsunami, houses grow in unattached organic pattern with the certain 
order, sometimes in a way that shows the society condition which is not secure and 
prosperous. 
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After tsunami, most houses in Aceh Besar coastal area are aid houses, it is about 
36 m2 with immeasurable types. But in brief, houses have bedroom and living room, 
family room and kitchen. Sometimes there is a bathroom which patch in backside house 
and also separate from house. House planning focuses on the multifunction model for its 
space use. Space in it can be used differently according to the owners’ requirement. The 
pattern of housing development was conducted with the approach that people could 
build in own their site, so village pattern as a whole is not structured, except housing 
relocation. 

Aid house development model conducted by tentants, generally characterized by 
adding space backside to function as kitchen, storage warehouse, sometimes also for 
saving. There is variety room development and activity in this house, there are: 

1. Marginally there are three large of room zone: front, middle and backside zone. In 
the meaning is the same with spare of room in Aceh traditional house. But the 
differennce is only on zoning, a lot of variant in its situating. 

2. Front zone, tenants extend the living room by exploiting the front terrace as space 
with  open sitting area  and above floor with the mat pallet. Informal guest (known 
better) are accepted in terrace, while formal guest (new guest) are brought within 
doors and is often entertainment area. Daily, especially on daytime, the terrace is 
used a lot by women and children. Woman discuss [in] terrace at the same time 
observe the child play at. 

3. Living room, usually use for domestic activity perposes during the day by women, 
such as ironing, because front room is cleaner and brighter than another rooms and 
together with informal activity in terrace. 

4. Middle zone as family room or middle room, is used by all family members for take 
a rest and watching television at the same time. For family which has a baby or kids, 
this room has kids sleep cradle. Sometimes this middle room is for husband use to 
sleep to lay down after he comes home from work. In the day, if husband is in the 
middle room to watch TV, so wife’s extended family who stay at home, will take 
possession of front house terrace at the same time do the easy job. In daily activity 
in house, there is still not many meetings between husband with the extended family  
of the wife, although all rooms may be entered by everyone. 

5. Bedroom is often referred to as part of inside room side by side with the middle 
room. Generally aid houses have two bedrooms for parent and kids. As with the old 
tradition in Aceh, bedroom is still lofty, so that always in closed situation. This 
bedroom for head of household only can be entered by husband-wife. And another 
bedroom can entered by all family member especially women. If there are boys, 
they will sleep in the middle room that usually functions only for the night and their 
private goods are kept in cupboard in that middle room. 

6. Back zone (kitchen or back room is use by all family member), main activity is 
cooking. Kitchen is access by husband when he comes back from market. But in 
kitchen daily activities it is  only entered by women. A women cooks for her family. 
But for cooking activities this is done outside house, it is done by men, such as 
burning fish outside house or party (kenduri), and wife will prepare another needs in 
the house such as cooking rice, etc. 

7. Back zone is the zone that has been developed since the dweller stay at home. Large 
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adding of space depends on requirement and ability, but the kitchen is still larger 
than before. Sometimes backside development is almost a third wider than the 
original house (in the aid house this zone often small and sometimes opened). If 
there is different function in back house such as, storage, bathroom and a place 
where to save work equipment or motorcycle, so kitchen has to be a small part and 
to be a flexible room. Sometimes kitchen is moveable to family bedroom, if guest 
comes and stay inside that bedroom. 

8. Sometimes dining room is developed fromliving room or kitchen. Sometimes place 
for eating and living room are the same. Eating activity is very flexible in terms of 
time and eating place. Eating activity seldom done together by all family member. 
Eating place are only arranged for husband, either on the table or on the floor. 

 

VI. GENDER RELATION IN HOUSE DEVELOPMENT 

Coastal communities in Great Aceh that demonstrate house development, in 
general, are done by the owner of the house and depend on economy capacity. For 
permanent building, usually it is doing by labor. The ideas for how the  house should be 
developed are made together with husband and wife, especially how to determine room 
place and it’s size. 

Consideration to develop house’s architectural form and physicality are done 
with technique approach, culture, and habitually. From a technique approach, is relevant 
with function aspect like roof form, in principle building with roof, there is no particular 
slope character based on culture. Culture approach and habitually for example, is like 
adding kitchen for traditional Aceh house, with a kitchen floor lower than main house. 
Dwellers do not feel comfortable if the floor is in same line.  

Another consideration in house development is need and comfort of wife when 
interacting  with their family in houses nearby their house. The wife’s family members 
usually help daily activities like joining to accompany their children. It is consideration 
reason to develop a house, and orientation of window or door leaning to make easy 
accessibility to each house. 

Another important consideration in house development is the husband’s activity 
pattern. Usually, equipment of husband’s work is put in back room, so size of back 
room  is important. 

Developing, is done is done with funding from wife savings. The wife joins with 
husband for family money management. Wife will manage the outcomes. If they buy 
daily needs, she does not need to consult with husband, but if they want to buy 
something with bigger funding, she will consulat with her husband. If a family wants to 
develop a house because of an urgent need, then family funding is not available, so that 
if wife has inheritance in another place, she will sell her inheritance to develop their 
house, like selling the garden or farm . 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Changing community economy livelihood patterns influence the pattern of men 
and women’s activity in the village environment and household. Men who have more 
time in the outside inflence rooms patterns and usage in the house. In village scale 
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women are not dominant. So today, women’s activity is more in and around the house 
environment and terrace. 

From coastal community development in Great Aceh, culture as farming 
community is still apparent in their  cultural value system, one of that is value in genetic 
relationship and culture value system in dwelling tradition. Relationship of family in a 
house is arranged by value system that derives from social values, culture and religion. 
That condition made women in villages relatively strong because it has genetic relation 
network not only in environmentof household but also in  ownership of assets. 

Post-tsunami destroyed the old buildings and then replaced with aid house with 
different plan of house. Generally, communities can receive that aid house because from 
physic quality of building, that house is better than old house. But the old houses were 
generally larger than aid houses, however, communities are grateful that people were 
helping them and they can continue their lives. 

House development, especially in back zone, such as kitchen, is dominated to 
accommodate activity for women. But it changes in function of middle zone is 
dominated by man. Front zone is for new women activities. It shows that aid houses 
were very small for community’s requirement and were not able to reflect the basic 
needs from communities dwelling tradition.  
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Appendix: 

Photo of aid house and floor plan in case study. 

 
 
Exaple of aid house, up stairs type in 
Berandeh 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of house development in 
Berandeh Village (Hatch is Kitcehn)  
 

 
Example of permanent aid house type in 
Meunasah Mon Village. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of House development floor 
plan in Meunasah Mon Village. 
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Example of housing development by 
communities in Lamreh Village. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of Housing Development by 
communities.  

 
 Example of Early Housing in Kreung Raya 
and Aceh Besar Coastal  

Example of Early Housing in Kreung 
Raya and Aceh Besar Coastal 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




